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Sound & performance upgrades

speedART Active-Sound-System

Sporty and individually adjustable engine sound via mobile app (many variants from V8 bubbling to 
spacy electric future sound) for all Porsche Taycan.

 Art. Nr.: SA.TAY.ASS.XX         
Fitting Art. Nr.: SA.TAY.ASS.XXUM  

Extension kit with tweeter

especially for improved high-frequency E-sound and individual custom sounds with additional exten-
sion module for many other additional functions, such as electronic lowering module and much more.

 Art. Nr.: SA.TAY.ASS.HS         
Fitting  Art. Nr.: SA.TAY.ASS.HSUM  
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Sound & performance upgrades

speedART performance upgrades 

speedART performance upgrades for all Porsche Taycans with electronic add-on modules, on request.
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Suspension

speedART chassis lowering 

speedART chassis lowering with electronic module, controllable via mobile app.

 Art. Nr.: SA.TAY.TLM.XX         
Fitting  Art. Nr.: SA.TAY.TLM.XXUM     



Form follows function or reversed, just how 
you wish. Give your car an individual taste.

No matter if one piece forged or modular. Bet-
ween different variants and types can be cho-
sen. 

Also we can offer individual paint jobs or pow-
der coatings of wheel center, wheel lip and 
wheel bed in various colors. For sportive and 
race driving we have weight reduced wheels 
in our product range.

Another enhancement in value you can reach 
with our harmonic wheel designs. Strong con-
tours or smooth curves are creating a special 
and personal appearance of your car and 
highlight the claims of sportive elegance.

„The normality is a paved street, you can go 
well on it, however, there grow no flowers on 
her.“
Vincent van Gogh 

Wheels



speedART wheel range 
speedART wheel range for all Taycan from 19“ to 22“
in various design variants on request.
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speedART aerodynamics for Porsche Taycan, e.g. front and rear spoiler as well as other parts on request.

Aerodynamics
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